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IN THE LAND COURT OF TONGA
NUKU'ALOFA REGISTRY

BETWEEN:

LA 22 OF 201

FILIPO rEMISI FAU
First Plaintiff

DEMSEY MURPHY FAU
Second Plaintiff

AND:

SILILO FAU
First Respondent

AND:

MINISTER OF LANDS
Second Respondent

Counsel :

Mr. '0. Pouono for the plaintiffs
Mr. W. Edwards for the first defendant
Mr. 'A. Kefu SC for the second defendant /

Date of Hearing:

31 August 2015

Date of Ruling:

22 September 2015
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RULING

The issue
[1]

The first defendant, Sililo Fau (Sililo ), is the registered
holder of a town allotment at Ma'ufanga. The first plaintiff,
Filipa Fau (Filipa), is Sililo's older brother. Filipa alleges that
upon his father's death he applied for and was entitled to
succeed to the land now owned by Sililo. He seeks an order
declaring Sililo's registration unlawful and cancelling the
same. The issue that arises is whether Filipa is out of time
to bring his claim under section 170 of the Land Act.

The course of the hearing

[2]

I was advised by Counsel that they did not consider there
were any factual matters in dispute.

At their request the

written briefs of evidence that have been filed were taken as
read. I was asked to make my ruling based on the written
briefs, legal submissions and the bundle of documents.
Despite this, at the

heari~g

it appeared to me that there

were some issues upon which I would benefit from viva voce
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I offered the parties the opportunity to call

further evidence if they all agreed .

I was advised by Mr.

Pouono that his client would not agree and so no further
evidence was given.
[3]

For completeness, I note also that with the consent of the
parties a photocopy of a Deed of Grant to Filipa in respect of
land known as Lanutavake was provided to me after the
heariing and further submissions were presented in relation
to the significance of that document. For the record I have
accepted the document as No. 23 Pages 29-30 of the
bundle.

The facts
[ 4]

Filipo and Sililo are full brothers.

Their grandfather was

Pataleone Fau and their father was Peauafi Fau. Filipa is the
eldest legitimate son and heir of Peauafi Fau.

The second

plaintiff is Filipa's son but despite being named as a party I
am advised that he seeks no relief in this proceeding

~and

need not be mentioned again except to note that Filipa
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makes it clear in his brief of evidence that he is seeking to
recover the land in dispute so that his son can inherit it.

[5]

Pataleone Fau had a tax allotment in two parts. The larger
part was Fononga Hihifo and the smaller part was Tafasia.
When Pataleone Fau died on 5 October 1982 his two
surviving sons, Peauafi Fau and Sosefo Fau, agreed to each
take one portion of the tax allotment.

Peauafi Fau took

Tafasia. Peauafi Fau also succeeded to Pataleone Fau's town
allotment, which was Lanutavake.
[6]

On 10 November 1992, Peauafi Fau was registered as the
holder of Tafasia. It had an area of 2R 30.03P and was Tohi
322 Folio 30.

Subsequently, Peauafi Fau surrendered two

portions of his tax allotment.

~

Cabinet Decision No 1246

of 11 August 1994, an area of 30 perches was registered to
Viliami Tu'ipulotu and by Cabinet Decision No 1691 of 10
November 1994, an area of 1R 20P was registered to Tomasi
Fakatoumafi.

Why this occurred is not clear.

Peauafi Fau

was left with a small tax allotment of just 30 perches. It is
this land that is the subject of this litigation.
[7]

Peauafi Fau died on 6 April 2001.

On 23 April 2001 Filipa

applied for his town allotment, Lanutavake, as heir. He also
4
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applied for the tax allotment known as Fononga Hihofo mo

Tafasia.

However, as noted Fononga Hihofo was already

registered to Sosefo Fau and Tafasia had been subdivided
and only 30 perches of the original tax allotment remained
registered to Peauafi Fau.
[8]

The Minister approved the registration of Lanutavake but he
did not approve Filipa's claim to Fononga Hihofo mo Tafasia.
There is in the bundle of documents Filipa's affidavit claiming
tax and town allotments as his father's heir (Document No
11, Pages 15 and 16) and in addition what is described in
the bundle as 'Claim by Filipo Temisi Fau, Heir to Tax/Town
Allotment in TMF 52/56, dated 23 April 2001'. (Documents
No 13 and 14, Pages 17-20) In this latter document Filipa
wrote:
Secondly is with regards to the Tax Allotment, I have just found
out today (20/4/2001) that the registration has been changed to
my father's younger brother named SOSEFO FAU a.k.a. SOANE
FAU so I am asking that you would make a highly respectable
decision about that. Details of the Tax Allotment are as such:Registry Book Vol 3K Page 124 Folio 49
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[9]

It is relevant to note that Filipa had the reference to the land
that had been granted to Sosefo Fau (Vol 3K Page 124 Folio

124) and it is likely that he got that from the Ministry of
Lands at the time of making his claim. On Filipa's claim are
the Minister's notes which read:

1

Register the Town Allotment only

2

The Tax Allotment is already registered to Sefo Fau and he
came and made explanations regarding the change that
was made with Mafi Matapule Fau his younger brother.

Fielakepa 30/4/2001

[10] The evidence was that a Minister's Saving ram dated 8 May
2001 directed the issue of

a-

Deed of Grant to Filipa for

Lanutavake. That Savingram was not produced in evidencE~.
[11] When one has regard to both Filipa's claim and the Minister's
notes it is a reasonable inference that neither appreciated
the significance of the fact that there remained a balance of

Tafasia to which Filipa was entitled.

Mr. Halatanu, the

Senior Registration Officer at the Ministry of Lands and
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Survey, in his written brief of evidence stated at paragraph
10 as follows:
The Minister did not approve Filipa Temisi Fau's claim to the tax
allotment registered to Sefo Fau [Sosefo Fau] for the reason that
the Minister was satisfied with the explanation given to him by
Sefo Fau as to the reason for the tax allotment being transferred
to Sefo Fau which was effected with his brother Mafi Matapule
Fau (a.k.a. Peauafi Fau). The Ministers decision was made on 30
April 2001 - it has been 14 years since that decision .

[12] Filipa's evidence states at paragraph 6:
... I had applied as heir to the town allotment and the ta x
allotment of Tafasia. Although I did ask for Tafasia and Fononga
Hifo [sic] and as a result, the Minister refused my application
because Fononga Hifo [sic] wcts not Peauafi's tax allotment but it
was Sosefo Fau.

[13] Relevant to the issue of when Filipa became aware that his
claim for his father's tax allotment would not be granted, we
have his statement in his claim form (Document No 13
pages 17 and 19) that he was made aware of Sosefo Fau's
registration on 20 April 2001.

There is also important

evidence in paragraph 17 of Sililo's brief as follows:
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Respectfully, my nephew never made any claim for a town
allotment in 2001 when the Minister notified my brother of the
decision.

[ 14] At this point I should say something about the Deed of Grant
in respect of Lanutavake.

As I have noted,

photocopy was provided to me.

only a

It is of poor quality.

The

year the land was registered to Filipa is unclear. There is a
signed acknowledgment of receipt of a copy of the document
but the person who signed for the document appears to be
Sililo and not Filipa. How that came about is not explained
in the evidence.

The document does not assist me to

resolve the issue that arises in this case.
[15] Sililo says in his written brief of evidence that he has been
occupying Tafasia since 1989.'

I understand from Mr.

Pouono that Filipa has lived overseas for many years and
there is no evidence that he has had any use for the land or
that he took any steps to challenge or disturb Sililo's
occupation of the land.
[16] On 1 September 2008 Sililo applied for Tafasia as his town
allotment.

As far as the Minister was concerned the land

had reverted to the estate holder and was available for grant
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as a town allotment.

The estate holder consented to the

application which was endorsed by the Minister of Lands. In
a Savingram dated 15 December 2008 the Minister directed
that a Deed of Grant be issued to Sililo. (Document 17 and

18

Pa ~ges

23 and 24 of the bundle) The Savingram records

the Minister's understanding that Tafasia had reverted to the
estate holder following the death of Peauafi Fau. The Deed
of Grant was issued to Sililo on 6 April 2009 .
[17] Filipa does not say in his evidence when he became aware of
Sililo's; registration but in his statement of claim it is stated
that tlhis was in September 2010 . These proceedings were
issued in August 2014.

What is not in dispute
[ 18] It is

~not

disputed that Filipa was Peauafi Fau's heir and

under section 82 (c) of the Land Act was entitled to succeed
to his tax and town allotments. It is also not disputed that
in order to claim the town and tax allotments Filipa had to
comply with the requirements of section 87 of the Land p,ct
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that

the

claim
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he

filed

complied

with

those

requirements.
[19] There was an initial attempt by Sililo to argue that the
Minister could not grant Tafasia to Filipa because the
Minister had made a decision to convert Tafasia to a town
allotment and Sililo was not entitled to hold two town
allotments.1

That argument was based on an incorrect

translation of the Minister's notes that I have set out in
paragraph 9. I understand the argument is not pursued and
say no more about it.

[20] It follows that the Minister had a duty to register Filipa as
the holder of Tafasia 2 and that his decision not to do so was
unlawful.

It is also the case tQ.at Tafasia should not have

been treated as having reverted to the estate holder under
section 87 of the Land Act because Filipa had lodged a lawful
and proper claim to the Minister for the land.

Subject to

determination of the issue as to whether Filipa has brought
his claim within time he is entitled to the relief he seeks. I
turn now to the crucial issue.

1

2

Section 48 Land Act.
Schaumkel v " Aholelei Court of Appeal, AC 14 of 2012, Apri l 2013.
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The Limitation issue

[21] Section 170 of the Land Act provides:
~~o

person shall bring in the Court any action but within 10 years

after the time at which the right to bring such action shall have
first accrued to some person through whom he claims, or if such
right shall not have accrued to any person through whom he
claims then within 10 years next after the time at which the

ri~ght

to bring such action shall have first accrued to the person
bringing the same.

[22] Filipa's argument is that his right to bring his action first
accrued upon Sililo's registration as holder of Tafasia on 6
April 2009, which is well within 10 years of him commencing
this action. Sililo's position is that time began to run against
Filipa on 30 April 2001 when the Minister made a decision
not to grant him Tafasia. On this view, Filipa's claim had to
be filed by 30 April 2011 and was well out of time when it
was filed in August 2014. Counsel did not provide me with
any case authorities to support the parties' respective points
of view. In my own research I have considered a number of
cases but there are two that are particularly relevant.
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[23] In Minister of Lands v Kulitapa 3 the Court of Appeal had to
decide whether time began to run against a plaintiff in 1967,
when he had made a proper application for the land in
question, or in 1987 when the Minister had expressly
refused to grant him the land.

The Court held that time

began to run when the Minister had given his decision. The
Court's reasoning was as follows:
The proceedings commenced by the respondent sought an order
directing the appellant to register the town allotment in the
respondent's name.

The respondent could not bring such an

action until the appellant had given his decision [on] the
respondent's application.

Had it been commenced before the

decision, it would have been met with a plea that it was
premature, as the application w"as still being considered. It was
the making of the decision that gave the right to bring the
action.

That right accrued when the decision was made and

conveyed to the respondent.

The action was, in effect a

challenge to that decision.

[24] However in Lisiate v Eli4 one of the issues before the Court
was whether the third party's right to bring a claim first
3
4

[1997) Tonga LR 116.
(2012) Tonga LR 30.
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accrued in August 1999, when he made his claim to the land
in question under section 86 of the Land Act and was told
that the question of a grant of the tax allotment could o~nly
be resolved by court action (see paragraph 10 of the
judgment), or in 2010, when the land was granted by the
Minister to other parties.

The Court held that the claim

arose in 2010 (and was therefore not statute barred)
because (at paragraphs 41 and 42 of the judgment):

The first order sought against the Minister is the cancellation of
the Grants to the first and third respondents. Those grants were
made in 2010 so clearly that claim is not statute barred.

The

second order sought is for a direction that the Minister issue a
Deed of Grant of the whole of the allotment to the third party
with effect from April 1985.

Section 86 is the important section in this subject...It

provid~es

for a statutory grant to the third party so that he has an ongoing
entitlement. Until that entitlement is challenged he can, at any
time up to one year after the death of [the last holder] ask for
the issue of his deed. There are many other ways in which his
entitlement could be lost but in this case Deeds to the
respondents were not issued until after the third party's claim
had been lodged.

The consequence is that the claim is not

statute barred. It is important to note that the Minister at the
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time, recorded that the dispute as to the title to the Ha'ateiho
land could only be resolved through Court action.

[25] The decisions in Kulitapa and Lisiate appear to me to be
conflicting . . It appears from the report in Lisiate that the
third party was made aware that his claim to the land would
not be granted other than by court action in 2010 and,
applying Kulitapa, time would begin to run from that time.
The Court was not referred to Kulitapa and the decision was
made per incuriam.

Faced with conflicting decisions of the

Court of Appeal I prefer the approach taken in Kulitapa. If I
have understood Lisiate correctly, the Court's reasoning
does not distinguish between the right to bring an action and
the remedy that is sought to vindicate the right.
170

is

concerned

with

thE:' former

not

the

Section
latter.

Furthermore, the approach in Lisiate has the potential to
extend indefinitely the time within which a claim may be
brought. This is contrary to the policies underlying limitation
provisions, namely, recognition that long dormant claims
have more cruelty than justice in them, 5 that it is wrong that
a defendant might be deprived of his ability to defend stale

5

Halsbury's Laws of England Volume 28 Limitations of Action paragraph 605.
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claims and that persons with good claims should pursue
them with reasonable diligence.

[26] Filipa's action is in reality a challenge to the Minister's
decision not to grant him Tafasia.

It just so happens that

with the passage of time, and as the land has since been
granted to Sililo, he must also challenge Sililo's registration.
His right to bring his action first accrued at the point in time
that he became aware that the Minister had decided that he
would not accept his claim to Tafasia.

[27] There is no doubt that the Minister made his decision not to
grant Filipa Tafasia on or around 30 April 2001. The more
difficult question is whether there is sufficient evidence that
the decision was conveyed to Filipa; the burden being upon
Sililo to satisfy the Court to the civil standard. I am satisfied
that Filipa was aware from around 30 April 2001 that the
Minister had decided against granting his claim to Tafasia.
My reasons are as follows.

First, as I have noted above,

Filipa has not disputed Sililo's evidence that Filipa was
advised of the Minister's decision in 2001. I should note that
the brief of evidence of Sililo was filed on 21 August 2015.
Filipa's brief of evidence was filed after Sililo's brief of
15
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evidence on 28 August 2015.
doubt on

paragraph

It contains nothing to cast

17 of Sililo's

brief of evidence.

Secondly, nowhere in his brief of evidence does Filipa say
that he was not aware of the Minister's decision.

To the

contrary, his paragraph 6 is written in a way from which
such knowledge can be inferred. If Filipa was not aware in

2001 that his application for Tafasia had been refused it
would have been a simple thing to put that in his brief of
evidence, particularly when it was clear that Sililo was
runni ng a limitation defence.

Thirdly, the context is all

important. Filipa's application to the Minister notes that he
was t old that his father's tax allotment had been transferred
to Sosefo Fau.

As I noted earlier, neither Fili pa nor the

Minister appeared to appreciate that this was not a complete
answer to Filipo's claim. Filipo was clearly on notice from120
April 2001 that he would need to make some challenge for
the land. This was not a case where, had Filipa brought a
clairr1, the Minister could have asserted that such claim was
prem1ature.

Fourthly, there is no evidence that between

2001 and 2010 Filipo had any further communications with
the l'v1inistry of Lands about his claim to Tafasia .

In the

particular circumstances of this case, if Filipa had been
waiting for a decision from the Minister it defies belief that
16
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he would not have communicated with the Ministry in the 9
years between 2001, when he made his application, and
2010 when he learned of Sililo's registration . The fact that
he did not demonstrates, in my view, that he was aware
that his claim to Tafasia had been refused. It was not until
he learned that what remained of Tafasia had been granted
to Sililo that Filipa took any steps, and then after a further
delay of 4 years.
[28] I find that time began to run against Filipa for the purposes
of making his claim to the land in dispute in April 2001.
Time for bringing the claim expired in April 2011.

As this

action was not commenced until August 2014 it is out of
time and is statute barred .

"

[29] This decision accords with the requirements of justice and
fairness. Whilst on the one hand it is understood that Filipa
had an entitlement to which he has been deprived, the fact
of the matter is that he took no steps to enforce his rights
for a very long time during which period Sililo has occupied
the land and, since 2008, regarded it, with good cause, t o
be his own.

It would be most unjust for Filipa to be able to

successfully deprive Sililo of his land at this late stage.
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RESULT

[30] The plaintiffs' claims are dismissed .
[31] If any party wishes to claim costs memoranda should be
filed within 21 days.

DATED: 22 September 2015.

O.G. Pau lsen
PRESIDENT
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